
Discoverable via: 
http://search.abs.gov.au/s/

search.html?query=land+accounts&col
lection=abs&form=simple&profile=_de

fault

Land Account: Victoria, 
Experimental Estimates, 2012

Land Account: Great Barrier 
Reef Region, Experimental 

Estimates, 2014

Land Account: Queensland, 
Experimental Estimates, 2013

Land Account: South Australia, 
Experimental Estimates, 2006 - 

2011

Land Account: Great Barrier 
Reef Region, Experimental 

Estimates, 2011

ABS: Essential Statistical 
Assets for Australia, 2015  
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SA Valuer Generals data:
-Current MOU in place
-Data is contained within spatial cadastral database
- Much duplication, cadastre shits and inconsistent 
classifications within

QLD Valuer Generals data:
- non spatial – asci 2 formatted
- two databases provided
- needs working to make it usable
- Another QLD department has a spatial database 
referencing the VG’

VIC Valuer Generals data:
-MOU has expired. This is a significant effort to keep 
maintained and in place.
- The data VIC collects is similar to SA, it is linked to the 
spatial databases. 
- Issue is two VIC departments need to be contacted to 
access the data

NSW Valuer Generals data:
-MOU has expired. This is a significant effort to keep 
maintained and in place.

PSMA Cadastre
-MOU has expired. This is a significant effort to keep 
maintained and in place.

SA Cadastre
- May be used as the VG’s data aligns to the jurisdictional 
data  better than the PSMA products

VIC Cadastre
- May be used as the VG’s data aligns to the jurisdictional 
data  better than the PSMA products

GA Dynamic Land Cover 2001-2004 2 year 
intervals:

-

Environment: Natural Resource Regions
-NRM regions are used to provide consistency to the 
reporting.
- Reporting is in alignment to the UN – SEEA international 
standard.

GA Dynamic Land Cover 2014-20015 limited 
production:

-This production from GA was not initially resourced, and 
further productions are not on the agenda.
- These are extracted from MODIS data

GA Dynamic Land Cover 2015-2016 limited 
production:

-This production is critical for ABS, however it is unclear if 
GA will be producing this output.
- These are extracted from MODIS data

MODIS
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ABS Land Accounts are registered 
within the Essential Statistical 

assess for australia

ABS Land Accounts data is aligned 
to the UN SEEA format.
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